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as mentioned earlier, the process is a bit more complicated than it sounds. you might need to take care of the
interface incompatibilities between the legacy and the updated drivers, for which shimming would be necessary.

with all of the necessary preparations out of the way, it is time to install the new driver. launch display manager and
locate the entry for the “nvram.external_ram” (available in the system/aseettings menu) and open it in a text editor
to reveal the.bin file. then, copy the msm_arm64.bin file to the device and reboot. make sure the correct cpu boot id

(refer to the screenshot above) is selected. once the device reboots, check the newly installed driver by opening
display manager and locating the entry for “external ram” in the table. you can then select and install the driver to

verify that it is working correctly. when extracted, you can preview the.tar.gz file. the factory firmware usually
comes as a proprietary blob of binary files, but as we mentioned earlier, the.gz is just a compressed archive. unzip

the archive and copy the files within. if you have to remove the drivers manually, then proceed as per the
instructions on how to remove a package from the built-in android package manager. i will leave the installation of

the latest version to the oem. you have to trust googles judgment if they allow a particular driver to be auto-
installed. if the oem has removed the official driver and you dont trust the modems license, then you cant delete the

driver and simply put in an alternative.
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